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Day 3: The Bathroom
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While this room is functional above all others, it is still a place that benefits from decorative touches just like every
other room in the home. If your bathroom is large enough, adding vintage furniture is a wonderful way to create a
sense of relaxation and slowing down to focus on help care more deeply. If you do not have space for furniture,
the bathroom can still evoke a spa like feel with carefully chosen towels and linens. To maintain that spa feeling
long term, this is also a space that needs to be deep cleaned regularly!

TASK 1:
Wash all towels and the shower curtain. If you have hard water like we do, make this a regular practice to get
things laundered.
TASK 2: Clean the bathroom as you normally would. I know this part is not always enjoyable, but the sparkle will
be worth it.
TASK 3: Consider a refresh of worn out items. How is the bath mat’s condition? What about hand towels?
Consider replacing these if there is clear staining or damage.
NOW THAT WE HAVE A CLEAN SLATE, LET’S DECORATE!
TASK 1:
I probably sound like a broken record by now, but flowers are a must in the bathroom whenever fresh flowers are
available to clip outdoors. A small vase on top of the toilet in a tray or on the vanity makes the ambiance a bit less
utilitarian and adds fresh fragrance if you pick a nice smelling flower such as garden roses.
TASK 2:
Go online and upgrade your hand soap container. A pretty bottle of soap goes a long way in terms of making the
constant hand washing enjoyable. We are all trying to keep our hands as sparkling as possible in this crazy year of
2020.
TASK 3:
Consider getting fresh, clean white towels to replace your existing towels. You know that amazing feeling at a spa
when you get to use bright white, plush towels? Since we cannot go to spas anymore, it is imperative to find a
way to create the same feeling of escape & relaxation at home. A spa robe is also helpful to reinforce the spa vibe.
TASK 4:
Embroidered hand towels make the bathroom feel special and personalized to your family. Consider donating
existing hand towels to an animal shelter and get splurge on a beautiful new set. You are worth it.
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Possible Items to Add to Your Decor
Bath Mats
https://rstyle.me/+cHAiewSqSPS914j8i4DMOw
https://rstyle.me/+zf3Az3Gr-uBdyrDHOMGi0g

Towel Sets
https://rstyle.me/+9fP8Jqh85mBaIk11QgGjcw
https://rstyle.me/+jaD-fPhrxAUmpOnOjIRphA
https://rstyle.me/+2tQkoxNDWjTVo0m1NZTnag
https://rstyle.me/+UD4XekNHb1-7o_XDc9d5ZA

Shower Curtains
https://rstyle.me/+-mgrmE5mIXcKdBI7SCZ3tw
https://rstyle.me/+LOKRL5-5_SmMPfttMGxVEQ

Hand Soap
https://rstyle.me/+zgP_jb16OtWO4wIih7u0VQ
https://rstyle.me/+ZxTiihTGteN0qjanPV8Y3A
https://rstyle.me/+CNkPVXDWGmeNSptN7q10OQ

Spa Robes
https://rstyle.me/+iIFIYx0DL9SQCH1ps3-INg
https://rstyle.me/+jHF-xKP3pZiAOq4C8dN0wg
https://rstyle.me/+DQRUqQhirU-GPZodZV5tWg

